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Description: Indira Singh explains about Ptech, the company with numerous investors and
managers with direct links to terrorist financing. Ptech’s clients included the CIA, FBI, the
White House, the Department of Energy, the Air Force, the Navy, the FAA, IBM and Enron…
Yet Singh learnt that Ptech was a CIA front company and their software could gain control of
the most sensitive computer systems in the country.

The transcription of Episode 045 of The Corbett Report podcast, Ptech and the 9/11
Software. To listen to the episode, and for links to all of the articles and documents mentioned
in this episode please [CLICK HERE.]
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Bush Family Ties to Terror Suspects Re-opened by the 9/11 Classified
“28 Pages”

(Global Research) Of special interest to independent researchers is the failure of the nation’s
air defenses on 9/11, and the reliance of these defenses on the company formerly known as
Ptech, which was founded with funding partly from Saudi financiers with ties to designated
terrorist organizations. Ptech employed a mix of foreign nationals and Americans with ties to
Israeli software companies with possible links to Israeli Mossad. Now renamed Go Agile,
Ptech is a purveyor of software which is critical to the security of major software
systems embedded throughout the FAA and the US Department of Defense.

_______________________
Archive.org:  PTECH, 9/11, and USA-SAUDI TERROR - Part I -- PROMIS Connections to
Cheney Control of 9/11 Attacks Confirmed. (Archive.is)
Mike Ruppert, in "Summation: Ladies and Gentlemen of the Jury," from Crossing The
Rubicon, p.592

Few have grasped the overall long-term significance of the saga of PROMIS software
and what it has become. When I reported on it in October 2000, after meeting with and
assisting members of the RCMP's National Security Staff I was aware that - in terms of
secret technologies - PROMIS and its evolutions were the lynchpin of every new
military, scientific and financial advance being pursued by the US government and
corporate sector. PROMIS progeny have become the "operating system" underlying
data management and data mining for every major technology under development in all
arenas of technological advance from medicine, to finance, to surveillance, to battlefield
Command, Control and Communications or C3.

_______________________

Implications of 5G technology
George Webb - Day 228.1. Hillary's Leakers, Hackers, and Henchmen
NGA Is being combined with NSA and DHS data for a 7×24, geo-spatial surveillance system.
Pakistan ISI did it with NADRA for biometric tracking, but they needed the Awan Brothers to
get satellite data. Until Nanosat technology came along.
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